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Religion Sikhi 

Denomination N/A 

Question answered: In what ways do science, belief and religion interact and what difference 
might this make? (KS3 Q1) 

Key concepts, 
questions, and 
outcomes:  

The perception of reality is not fixed, it is created. 
Humanity is concerned with seeking knowledge and understanding. 
Is it helpful that scientific advances and discoveries challenge people’s 
beliefs? 
To understand the way in which modern advances in medicine and other 
sciences challenged and continues to challenge Sikhs. 

Key teaching points: Knowledge and understanding forms our perception of reality. This 
knowledge and understanding comes from Sacred Scriptures as well as 
from Science. 

Prior knowledge: In Sikhi, life is about cycles happening numerous times. The purpose of 
life is to break the cycle and live permanently with God. 
God is in all creation. 
Guru Granth Sahib is the same the world over – not translated into 
vernacular. Same word on same page in every Scripture. 

 

Core Vocabulary:  

Guru Granth Sahib Cosmology Perception Reality 

Common humanity Ecology truth Quantum physics 

 

Summary of answers:  

The universe is finite: it has a beginning and an end point. It has been created and ended 
numerous times. Sikhism, just like life is about cycles. The purpose in life is the break the cycle and 
live permanently with Waheguru (God). 
God is within all creation and also outside of it. 
Science (e.g. ecology, cosmology) is an appreciation and shows a desire to understand more about 
our universe. Humans have a desire to know their place. Faith shows a seeking of knowledge as 
does science. 
Quantum physics defies our everyday observations – what we see is not always a reality. Our 
understanding drives our perception. 
Sikhs seek knowledge and understanding from the Holy Book. This changes perception on reality 
and place in the world. The more we know there less we know. 
People can be religious and a scientist as both help our common humanity and care of the world. 

Next Steps: 

Discuss the difference between ‘truth’ and ‘reality’.  
How is perception of reality formed? Does it change? What influences it? 
Compare this Sikh response to religion and science beliefs in other religions. 
How can God be in religion and outside it? 
How do faith and the Holy writings inform peoples’ knowledge and understanding of the world? 

 


